Cover letter of Tamar Chachibaia in GUSS
I always keep in my mind well-known fragment from the “Little Prince”, when
famous astrologist in Asian turban and robe tried to convince group of European
colleagues, that he discovered a new star, but nobody believed him until he had
suited in black.
I’m driven by wish to share my enthusiasm and strong belief, that we are at
the

new

frontier

of

technological

revolution,

which

is

enabled

by

NANOTECHNOLOGY. To declare that Nanotechnology will give the World new
opportunities means to say almost nothing.
I desire to be involved in Nanotechnology Research Project.
All started less than one year ago in September, when I acquainted with
materials of Genua University Conference (April 19, 2005), particularly with the
presentation by professor of economy Andrea Bonaccorsi, (University of Pisa,
Member of the High Level Expert Group on Maximizing the wider benefit of basic
research and the European Research Council European Commission), review
includes information of growing trends in Nanotechnology area.
Later I strengthen my confirmation, that nanotechnology has potential to
change the world at the same degree, as could nuclear revolution. It will
revolutionize very foundation of disease treatment, prevention and diagnosis.
Now I have analysis of more than 150 nanobiotechnological companies and
have sufficient overview of their profiles and application abilities.
Also I accumulate some ideas useful in utilization of Nanotechnology in
various fields of medicine. Particularly most encouraging for me is the belief, that in
close future majority of pharmaceutical companies will be certainly focused at
nanotechnology developments.
With you kind permission I’d like to represent presentation which I prepare for
this case.
P.S. Reminiscence of Antuan de Saint-Exupery’s fantastic tale is a good drive
for the one, who will try to interrupt judging external attitude and perception. I look
forward,

that utilization of intellectual, personal and material resources can lead

everyone in our country to major achievements. I fascinate to enhance my knowledge
to receive experience and to be capable to assist people more.

Tamar Chachibaia, 14.07.2006.

